BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER

11/28/19  Located disabled motor vehicle on I-480 E/B; operator taken into custody and charged with OVI, BAC and Display of License. Report of female that gave birth in car I-480 W/B at 176 area; located and remained on scene until Brooklyn Heights. FD and Cleveland FD arrived and took over. Report of barking dog on West 5th Street; quiet on arrival.

11/29/19  Report of debris in roadway on Granger Road; located and moved to berm; ODOT notified.

12/02/19  Welfare check on West 5th Street regarding school bus returning child to school due to no one being home; checked ok, parent home and will pick up child from school.

12/04/19  Fired employee refusing to leave local business; gone on arrival. Special attention to area.

12/05/19  During vacation check on home for resident out of town, discovered shattered sliding glass door; homeowners aware; property checks ok.

12/07/19  Resident reported locating a guitar with blood on it in Brecksville; took custody of guitar and turned over to Brecksville PD.

12/08/19  Report of injured hawk on I-480 E/B; moved to safe area; animal control contacted.

12/09/19  Welfare check on wet and confused female walking in West 5th/Tuxedo Area; returned to residence and checked by squad. Dog barking outside open door of residence on Marko Lane, no one at home, checked house and put dog inside; note left for homeowner.

12/10/19  Local business reporting theft of catalytic converter from vehicle; report filed.

12/11/19  Alarm drop at business; found open door, secured and notified key holder. Observed vehicle driving on rim and sparking with heavy front end damage; operator failed roadside sobriety tests and taken into custody and charged with OVI, Refusal and Unsafe Vehicle.

12/13/19  Provided mutual aid to Cuyahoga Heights PD regarding prisoner that jumped out of cruiser; same in custody. Report of vehicle that hit mailbox on Galway Circle; party to pay for repairs. Assisted Independence PD with traffic control for 3 car accident on Valley View Bridge. Assisted Valley View PD at gas station for disturbance of two males with weapons; unable to locate.

12/14/19  Notified ODOT of standing water 176 S/B to I-480 E/B ramp. Report of suspicious vehicle on Shady Ridge possibly taking packages off porches; checked area; unable to locate.

12/17/19  Attempted to stop vehicle on Warner Road; vehicle did not stop and ran red light at Canal and Warner; pursuit terminated per OIC. Assisted Independence PD with male that fled from motor vehicle accident; vehicle was stolen; party taken into custody Canal and Granger.

12/18/19  Assisted Newburgh Hts. PD and Cleveland PD with a bank robbery at gunpoint; suspect crashed car into telephone pole and fled on foot.

12/19/19  Flagged down by resident stating a truck is blocking a fire hydrant on Hilltop Lane; checked area; no violations. Welfare check for male on Lancaster bridge; unable to locate.

12/23/19  Assisted Newburgh Heights PD and Cuyahoga Heights PD looking for armed robbery suspect in Harvard Denison bridge area; unable to locate.